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SUMMARY 

 
ENERGY MONITORING is an Energy Management Suite for energy 
benchmarking and analysis in the HVAC market. It is based on Niagara 
NX using HTML5 technology and provides a large range of techniques 
for the management of all aspects of energy related data. 
 
It is suitable for measuring the performance over several standards 
within your property to create an energy report and for a management 
system according to DIN EN ISO 50001 (BAFA listed)  
 
ENERGY MONITORING is the ideal system to: 
 manage energy by analyzing and optimizing the operation of facilities 
 measure performance across multiple levels within the building or 

estate 
 automatic creation and distribution of reports 
 
It is fully web-enabled and able to integrate all data points having the 
history collection enabled in the station. This data could e.g., come from 
existing systems. EAGLEHAWK NX, HAWK 8000 and ARENA NX can 
provide data from all metering devices or data points, available in the 
market. It allows to collate and manage all aspects of energy data at a 
central location. 
For operator the pre-defined charts are easy to apply. 
 
It provides: 

 Line, Bar, Ranking and Pie Charts 
 Degree Day Regression Chart 
 Stacked Bar Chart 
 Heatmap 
 Gauges & Dials 
 Energy Temperature Curve 
 Report on “Data Quality” 
 CSV Import 
 Automated reports 
 Normalization of data 
 Adapt currency in chart 
 Kiosk mode 

 
 

Major enhancements of this release are: 
 PCR fixes as described in chapter issue summary 
 Support of WB 4.11 (Archive History Provider in Beta test) 
 Kiosk Mode (Update on the Chart Interval) 
 Integrity popup weekly view for all the charts 
 Line chart does show future values 
 Update CSV Report to allow weekly view 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 

  ENERGY MANAGER Common Demo Station 

For customer presentation of Niagara functionalities, a Common Demo 
Station (based on Niagara 4.11) is available. 
 
Honeywell employees can download the Common Demo Station via an 
intranet access ENERGY_MANAGER\Energy_Manager_N4 
  
Non-Honeywell employees: Please contact your local Field Focus 
Person. 
 

User  Password 
admin Clax123456 
demo Clax123456 

 
Web Hosted Saia PCD Supervisor and demo station (https://supervisor.pcd-
demo.com) 

 
User  Password 
demo 3280Murten 
demo_DA 3280Murten6 

 
 

Order numbers 

The table below shows the ordering numbers for the SBC ENERGY 
MONITORING products available now: 

 

Product Description 

PCD8.SUP-EM25 
 

Supervisor base license 25 meter points 

PCD8.SUP-EM50EXT 
 

Supervisor license adds 50 meter points 

PCD8.SUP-EM100EXT Supervisor license adds 100 meter points 

PCD8.SUP-EM500EXT Supervisor license adds 500 meter points 

PCD8.SUP-EM1KEXT Supervisor license adds 1k meter points 

PCD8.SUP-EM5KEXT Supervisor license adds 5k meter points 
 
 

PCD8.SUP-EM25 is the basic version for Saia PCD Supervisors 4.8, 4.9; 
4.10; 4.11. This version can be upgraded with all the other upgrade 
licenses.  
All the upgrade licenses are cumulative.  
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PC Hardware Requirements for ENERGY MONITORING 

 
This chapter defines the minimum and recommended hardware 
requirements for the installation of ENERGY MONITORING. The 
hardware specification should be used as a guide only because it 
depends on number of concurrent users, metering channels, numbers of 
aggregator points and read frequency that affect the specific hardware 
required. 
 
As a rule, classifying the projects into small, medium and large, we 
recommend the following hardware capacities: 
 

  

 
 
Storage - The secondary storage is dependent on the estimated amount 
of Niagara history archive. 
 
Archive History Provider introduced in Saia PCD Supervisor 4.11 is not 
fully tested with current Energy Manager version 
 
SSD is going to faster than HDD but it will not be possible to provide a 
performance number as it depends on too many variables.  
 
Display Video card and monitor capable of displaying 1024 x 768 pixel 

resolution or greater 

Network 
Support 

Ethernet 100 Mbit or 1Gbit NIC (network interface card) with 
TCP/IP support. 

Connectivity Full time high speed ISP connection recommended for remote 
site access (e.g. T1, ADSL, cable modem) 
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Platform Requirements  

 
 Saia PCD Supervisor with 4.8; 4.9; 4.10; 4.11 
The CLNXEMS25 license is the basic version for Niagara supervisors. 
This version can be upgraded with all the other upgrade licenses 
(cumulative). 
 
 Saia PCD Supervisor supported operating Systems: 
 
 

 
Please check the Tridium specification of supported platforms 
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Remote Access 

ENERGY MONITORING Web Browser access is possible using the 
newest versions of the following browsers  

 Google Chrome – recommended as the web pages are 
optimized to this web browser 

 Opera 
 Firefox  
 Other browsers possible 
 

 

Product Download Area 

Download the software from the Support page. 
 
 

Installation 

To install the software, copy the Energy Manager Modules into your Saia 
PCD Supervisor modules directory.  
 
Restart your platform. 
 
Please check the Support page for the latest ENERGY MONITORING 
version. 
 

 

New module name 

 
With Version 3.1.x the name “Energy Vision” is replaced now as well in 
the software 

 For 2.x stations the Station Migration is required (see next 
chapter) 
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STATION MIGRATION ENERGY VISION TO ENERGY MONITORING 

 
Energy Manager does support upgrade of 2.x stations 

 
Station Migration is a step by step approach and requires below actions: 

 Station Migration is possible without the Energy Manager Pro 
License  

 Station Upgrades needs to be done via “Energy Vision Station 
Migration Tool” 

 To run Energy Manager with more as 3 histories the Energy 
Manager Pro License must be installed  

 Energy Manager Modules needs to be installed 
 Depending on the station size it could be required to adapt the 

Workbench heap size 
 Station needs to be Migrated 
 Old “Energy Vision Modules” should be deleted 

 
 

Note: If for e.g. safety reasons the station migration is not possible to be 
executed on the customer PC, the migration can be carried out on a 
separate PC using the backup that has been taken 
 
In any case take a backup of the station before starting the migration 
as station cannot be revised after the migration 
 

 

Increase Workbench heap size 

It is not necessary to increase the Workbench heap size but for bigger 
installations, it is recommended to increase Workbench heap size before 
station migration 

 
Step by step: 
1. Start Notepad++ in admin mode 
2. Open e.g.  C:\SBC\ SaiaPCDSupervisor-

4.11.xx\defaults\nre.properties 
3. Modify the station setting e.g. to –Xmx to 4096M 

 
4. Save changes 
5. Copy the file to  

C:\ProgramData\Niagara4.11\SBC\etc\               -> 
(Daemon User Home) 
C:\Users\Username\Niagara4.11\SBC\etc\             -> 
(Workbench User Home) 

6. Start “Install Platform Daemon” 
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Station migration 

 
Step by step 

1. Ensure that all histories (alarms) will be added, before executing 
station copy to Workbench user home 
Tools  Options  Station Copier Options and enable the required 
options needed 

 

2. Stop Station 
3. Create a backup of your station (Save the station backup on separate 

drive) 
4. Close Workbench 
5. Copy the new n4EnergyManger-v3.4.6 jars files to Workbench 

modules folder 
6. Execute “Install Platform Daemon” 
7. Start Workbench 
8. Copy the station from “Station on local host to “Stations on this 

Computer” (Workbench User Home)  
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9. Upgrade Station running “Energy Vision Station Migrator Tool” 

 

10. Select the Station from “Workbench User Home”  

 

11. Destination & Station name 
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12. Rename / Delete the Station on “Station on local host” 
13. Copy migrated station via Station copier from Workbench User Home 

to “Stations on “Localhost” without changing its original name (This 
would break the paths). 

14. Close Workbench 
15. Delete the Energy Vision modules in the Workbench modules folder 

 
 
 
 

FEATURES UPDATES 

 
 Support of WB 4.11  

(Archive History Provider in Beta test) 
 Line chart does show future values 
 Needle Gauge does not show decimal places 
 CSB report does show weekly view 
 Option the set the table view as default 
 Submenu reverting to Top level menu 

 
 

SECURITY 

 
Energy Manager 3.4.6 all modules are signed to follow up the certification 
rules by Saia PCD Supervisor  
 
 
 

DIN EN ISO 50001 

 
With Energy Monitoring it is possible to fulfil the requirements for the DIN 
EN ISO 50001 certification process for energy management systems. 
 
ENERGY MONITORING is listed on BAFA (German market) since 
February 2020. 

 Therefore, the projects are promotable up to 40% by BAFA 
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LICENSING 

The pre-requisite to run ENERGY MONITORING is that you already 
have one of the four licenses listed below:  

 Saia PCD Supervisor 
 

When you order a license, Honeywell will generate unbound licenses 
which will be available on your Niagara Central account. 
You have to log in your account and bind the licenses. Our license team 
supports 

 
To order the correct number of licenses, please consider the following: 
Any history connected to an aggregator counts as one meter point. 
You can connect the history to any number of aggregators and you still 
have to count it only once. 
 

 
 
 
 

Energy Monitoring Licensing 3.x.x 

Running Energy Manager without an Energy Manager PRO license 
(CORE license) 

 Energy Manager version <= 3.2.4 does required to order a free of 
charge Energy Manager CORE license feature  

 Beginning with Energy Manager 3.3.x, the licenses will be 
automatically a CORE license  
 

 Supported Vendor IDs 
 

 
 

Supported modes, running the Energy Manager without PRO License 
 By default, Energy Manager does run in Demo Mode on all 

licensed Workbench setups supporting following features: 
o Up to 3 Meters will run with full functionality 
o The menu will support up to 10 entries 

 
 Exceeding the above limits will cause 

o All meters > 3 will not be calculated 
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o Having more than 10 menu entries will cause, that the 
menu will not be displayed at all 
 

Energy Manager still does provide the one-hour trial mode, supporting 
following features 

 The trial license will run one hour (after the one-hour trial mode 
will be expired, requires restart of the station) 

o Menu will be shown 
o Meters will be filled up with random data 

 
 Enable Trial Mode 

o Via Energy Manager “License Manager” 
 

 
 
 

o Via demo station 
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Binding your License 

To license your software, you need an account in the Niagara Central. 
https://www.niagara-central.com/service/login. 

 
 
If you are a new customer and do not have an account.  

1. You will have to order PCD8.SUP-NAA-STK5, PCD8.SUP-NAA-
STK1, PCD8.SUP-NAA-REN or PCD8.SUP-NAA-MON. 

2. Send a copy of your purchase order PO to the SBC License 
Mailbox <axlicensing@honeywell.com> and ask to enable your 
account 

 
PCD8.SUP-NAA-STK5, PCD8.SUP-NAA-STK1 always contains 
engineering license. PCD8.SUP-NAA-ENG need additional engineering 
license. 
SBC will provide you unbundled licenses for the software you have 
ordered. 
 
For Saia PCD Supervisor you only need the Host ID. 
You will find your host ID under your Platform Administration section. 
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ENERGY MONITORING ISSUES SUMMARY 

Fixed Issues and updates within this Release 

 
  v3.4.6 (20-10-2022 

 [fix] - Regression chart line missing  
 [fix] - ET Analysis CSV Export not working 

 
  v3.4.5 (23-08-2022) 

 [fix] - Charts update on the Chart Interval [FOR-1248] 
 [fix] - Table View only shows half data when duplicate series names 

exist [FOR-1256] 
 [fix] - PDF Reporting (Batch Reporting) is inconsitent in creating 

PDFs [FOR-1048] 
 [fix] - Regression Chart minimap legend rounding values 
 [feature] - Line chart does not show future values [FOR-1172] 
 [doc] - CSV Reporting Documentation update [FOR-424] 
 [doc] - Degree Day Documentation update [FOR-1377,FOR-1405] 
 

  v3.4.5 (01-08-2022) 
 [fix] - stackedBarChart: User cannot choose time period under data 

config popup. 
 [fix] - Inactive meter is not counted for a chart with multiple 

aggregators 
 [fix] - Default timeRange "Week" does not work for any of the charts 
 [fix] - Menu Builder: Energy Vision is still as text shown 
 [fix] - Menu builder icon and text size settings 
 [fix] - Check and fix line chart PDF Export in Daily or Weekly view 
 [fix] - Tidy up Legend 
 [fix] - DQ calculation bug. DQ data unavailable even though history 

contains a complete dataset. 
 [fix] - Aggregator output is null when run with local history data plus 

history data from new Niagara Archive History Provider. 
 [feature] - Pdf Report Builder: User needs to scroll up each time to 

choose the required changes while designing the Footer 
 [feature] - Needle Gauge does show decimal places [FOR-1254] 
 [feature] - Update CSV Report to allow weekly view 
 [feature] - Add an option to set the table view as default 
 [feature] - Submenu reverting to Top level menu 
 

 v3.4.4 (11-04-2022) 
 [fix] - Line chart: Pdf or Png instant reports are generated with the 

time stamp on the axis truncated 
 [fix] - Heatmap 3.4.3: Disable all month will not stored when moving 

to another year 
 [fix] - Pie chart rendering issues when used in combination with 

responsive views 
 [fix] - N4EM - Stacked bar chart error. 
 [fix] - Error in Energy manager - Display of PDF Report 
 [fix] - Niagara 4.11: Cannot generate pdf report. 
 [fix] - N4.11: Not all the charts are loading 
 [fix] - NEM3.4.1- Warning about illegal char'?' in 

menuBuilderIcon.eot 
 [fix] - N4E4Support - Browser PDF save issue 
 [fix] - N4E4Support - N4 Energy Manager - PDF Download 
 [fix] - n4em px page migration - migrated pages does not retain px 

layering information. 
 [fix] - Issue with N4 chart widget 
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 [fix] - Blank charts are generated for downloading PNG and PDF 
weekly line chart. 

 [fix] - Displaying the Bar chart data table incorrect order in 
workbench only 

 [fix] - N4EMSupport - bug in stacked bar chart for Energy Manager 
 

 v3.4.3 (13-01-2022) 
 [fix] - Fixed Pdf reporting in N4.10.1.36 

 
 
 

 

Fixes in detail 

 Kiosk Mode (Charts update on the Chart Interval [FOR-1248]) 
 Values of charts will be updated constant even if Kiosk mode will run for weeks 

 Table View only shows half data when duplicate series names exist [FOR-1256] 
 : Assigning the same Alias name to an aggregator did only show on the graph 

 

 Default timeRange "Week" does not work for any of the charts 
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 Line chart does not show future values [FOR-1172] 

 

 DQ calculation bug. DQ data unavailable even though history contains a complete dataset. 
After an Update it could happen that the data quality was not displayed at all and is displayed as grey or 
black instead showing its status 

 

 Pdf Report Builder: User needs to scroll up each time to choose the required changes while designing 
the Footer 

 Update CSV Report to allow weekly view 
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Known issues  

 
 Regression analysis: 
To extract slope, intercept "We need to use the value of slope, intercept, 
and r2 for some calculation in our system 
They are not available in any slot of the regression analysis component. 
 

 
 


